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Springer-Verlag New York Inc., United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Very large scale integration (VLSI) technologies are
now maturing with a current emphasis toward submicron structures and sophisticated
applications combining digital as well as analog circuits on a single chip. Abundant examples are
found on today s advanced systems for telecom- munications, robotics, automotive electronics,
image processing, intelli- gent sensors, etc . Exciting new applications are being unveiled in the field
of neural computing where the massive use of analog/digital VLSI technologies will have a
significant impact. To match such a fast technological trend towards single chip ana- logi digital
VLSI systems, researchers worldwide have long realized the vital need of producing advanced
computer aided tools for designing both digital and analog circuits and systems for silicon
integration. Ar- chitecture and circuit compilation, device sizing and the layout genera- tion are but
a few familiar tasks on the world of digital integrated circuit design which can be efficiently
accomplished by matured computer aided tools. In contrast, the art of tools for designing and
producing analog or even analogi digital integrated circuits is quite primitive and still lack- ing
the...
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This ebook may be worth a read, and far better than other. It is among the most incredible ebook i have read. You will like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ca nda ce Ra ynor-- Ca nda ce Ra ynor

It in a single of the most popular ebook. Indeed, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Lennie Renner-- Lennie Renner
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